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It turns out that the SOM flashtool isn't officially bundled with the hardware. You'll need to download the correct USB driver and use that to
flash the SOM. You can download a trial version of the Flashtool USB driver from the Download section of the Phytec Website ( ). Then
download the FlashTool archive from the XDA Forums. It's a 13.1 MB.rar package, so it takes some time to download. The BSP has been built
using the Git version control system and is hosted on the web at rohan.ubuntu.com/phyCORE-AM57x-BSP/ . I have been using the repository as
the stable version. For the main branch the latest stable version is at 0.59 so you may want to use the branch instead, although you'll have to
use the Download section of the phyCORE-AM57x Webpage to get the most up to date version of the archive containing the FlashTool BSP.
There has been a number of responses to the thread I posted on Reddit here that have suggested recompiling the bootloader using the official
Sony bootloader (which is a lot more bloated than the Phytec bootloader). I have assembled the appropriate files and modified the BSP to use
the Sony bootloader, but I have been unable to get the Sony bootloader to recognize the Microcontroller ID. This only occurred after upgrading
to the latest version of FlashTool, and as a result I have been unable to restore any of my personal files, including the bootloader_recompile
file. I don't have the confidence to state that this is directly a result of the FlashTool update, however I have been unable to get the Sony
bootloader to recognize the Microcontroller ID either with the updated bootloader or with the official Sony bootloader. It's possible that the
Sony bootloader is newer than mine. Unfortunately, there doesn't appear to be a lot of information out there about this particular issue.]]>YU-
Key Development Team2014-10-08T08:44:58Zhttp://www.yukateknology.com/forum/feed.
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user@laptop:~$ echo "PATH >> /home/user/user/development/laptop/phyCORE-AM57x BSP/addons/tool/flashtool/bin/ >> export PATH>>
save>> exit> C3011 FlashTool E2 R6 rar Which, in turn should then be used to flash the 9182-3105 card: user@laptop:~$

/home/user/development/laptop/phyCORE-AM57x BSP/addons/tool/flashtool/bin/flashtool eeprom C3011 FlashTool E2 R6 rar Which in turn
should then be used to check the C3011 Flash Tool is running and working: user@laptop:~$ /home/user/development/laptop/phyCORE-AM57x
BSP/addons/tool/flashtool/bin/flashtool eeprom C3011 FlashTool E2 R6 rar Now go back to the USB and start the phyCORE-AM57x Linux BSP by
selecting Open in PhycORE-AM57x Linux BSP. In the first few seconds, it will compile phyCORE-AM57x Linux BSP. You can view the status of the

compile process by typing ps and the compile status will be displayed. When the compile process is finished, you are asked to select the
Flashtool password. Enter the password w2xp (the password for the w2xp Linux distribution). Once the Flashtool has been flashed to the

EEPROM you are asked to select the map-pack and a default password. You should use a password that you will remember because the default
password contains a part of your address. Note that changing the password does not change the password of the default password. The

phyCORE-AM57x SOM was designed with versatility in mind and is available in a wide range of processor variants and population options. In
order to help simplify the evaluation of various development kits, thePHYTEC EEPROM Flashtool was implemented to give users a convenient

way to store a particular SOM's hardware configuration into the onboard EEPROM. By default, the SOM's configuration information is read back
from the EEPROM and is used during boot to configure the target's device tree, RAM settings, etc. accordingly. 5ec8ef588b
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